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Abstract

The aim of this paper is to present a new formulation of optimisation problem related to decision-making during design processes. In fact, usually we built objective function based on product and process aspects neglecting the human aspects. With this work we start a new thinking way that allows us to model competency as a non-classical resource entity, which evolves during the design processes and evolve differently according to contacts with other competencies. Our purpose is to defend the thesis, which claims that human considerations should be of interest during the next decade for the design community. After presenting the context we considered for this problem we would report the results from the bibliography and related works. The third section is focused on the description of a case study that gives the different aspects of this problem. In the following section we claim that it is possible to build an objective function that describes a decision-making problem taking into account some aspects of competencies. A discussion section follows in order to promote this new reflection.
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1. Introduction

The continuous evolution of competition on markets and the increasing acceleration of technologies put new challenges in the scientific community as well for universities as manufacturers. Although industrial objectives seem to remain the same, expressed under the shape of optimization of quality-cost-delay triangle, the complexity of industrial questions has been increasing during the last decade. Ten years ago it was still possible to answer these objectives by a local modeling sub-systems (such as organization of production’s tasks or still minimization of raw material consumption). Now this optimization of sub-systems arbitrarily compartmentalized is not sufficient any more to increase the industrial global performance. One can again say that competitive advantage in such situations is not certain.

So among techniques used to look for better configurations, optimization is for several years in the point of methods stake in work. This was often checked by the obligation to formalize completely problems. Nonetheless, the necessity of bringing in more and more numerous variables and different mathematical forms are increasing. The mathematical writing of associated problems becomes laborious and often goes out of the field in which methods were developed. This evolution obliges us to work without any theoretical safety notably on the existence of an optimum.

In this article we claim that it is possible to make new investigations by taking into account parameters studied in scientific domains, a long time out of reach of the engineer researches.
However these parameters model one or several particular characteristics of actors in the decision-making process.

In this article we observe practices in a medium-sized company. This observation underlines how decision-maker take into account the competency dimension to optimize design process.

Of course we need to clarify that the concept of competence. It is not a classical resource and cannot be so modeled in the same way. Indeed, competence is not an object; it exists only by action. This entity can make sense only some times during a process. It can be in constant evolution, and depends of the environment. Considered within the collectivity, adding competencies can form a particular competence or even can form a non-competence. Two questions arise then: how to characterize the competence variable? How to measure it so as to integrate it into a calculable function? The objective our search presented in the lines that follow is to bring lightings on these questions.

2. Related Works

2.1 The introduction of competence in design process

Mastering the design process represents a major element of firm’s global performance. Walsh and Roy demonstrated that companies presenting the better indicators of design show the strongest rates of return on investment and the best performances on export [29]. In the electronics field, Reinertsen [24] studied laser printers design and estimated the impact of various factors on the profit accumulated during the product life cycle. This study states that a 6 months delay in the design phase of the product leads the strongest negative impact on profits: - 31.5% (while an increase of 30% of the design cost reduces profit only by 2.3%).

More recently in the United States, the "Manufacturing Vision Group" (around thirty universities and managers of large companies) analyzed about twenty projects of conception. The main conclusion of this group is that one of the success keys of a design process lies in the learning process. "Without exception the most successful projects were those in that the teams of conception operated in a context of learning. On the other hand, the less successful projects took place in an environment which did not grant any importance for learning "[19].

Actually, this analysis leads us to the cognitive approach of design process widely developed by Dixon for whom "design theory is simply leaves of has greater study of cognitive process " [21]. For Dixon, researches should to bring us to study the effects of the various levels of designers’ knowledge on the design process and in its final result.

Indeed, in spite of the integration of computational models and artificial intelligence aiming to help decision process, the designer remains the key character of design process, as well in the phase of "problem forming " than in that of "problem solving "

In the cognitive approach, the designers are going to mobilize mental models [20], formed by theoretical knowledge enriched by the accumulation of experiences. These mental models are mobilized to build the conceptual design of the invention [23] and enriched by the learning.
Knowledge and practical experiences are regrouped under the generic name of competence. It is this term of competence that we shall keep in the rest of the paper.

In this definition the word competence characterizes:

- A combination of know-how, understanding capacity, capacity to combine resources among which knowledge, information, networks,
- Contextualized in a field of constraints and determined resources (financial, human, technical, logistic, temporal resources),
- Confirmed by an external referent,
- Finalized by a goal.

Besides competence presents the following characteristics:

- It can be individual or collective,
- It is dynamic and the variability depends on the process of learning
- It is measurable through the practices of evaluation of competence that we present part 2.

Because the designer competencies represent a key element of design process, the question that we put is: how can we introduce competence in design optimization?

2.2 The competence’s measure

To ask the question of the competence’s measure brings us to the field of employees’ evaluation. The evaluation of the employees is not a new question: the first formalized system of annual appreciation was implemented 1912 in New York in the Lord & Taylor department stores [27]. Then evaluation of employees has developed within the Taylor’s organization. At that time the question was to appreciate the employees capacity to work according to the "one best way " [26]. In the 1940’s, researches on organization conducted to wonder about the role of group's dynamics, communication and relationship [25]. Then evaluation evolved from control of results to a dialogue aiming to improve the global performances of employees. In the 1960’s, Management by objectives (DPO) launched by Peter Drucker, simplified the devices of evaluation by centering them on the negotiation and the appreciation of objectives.

Since, the evaluation of the staff widely spread. Already in 1988, 90% of American companies used it [22].

Throughout XXth century, the evaluation practices evolved a lot, combining quantitative control of results made by the supervisor and a dialogue on the global performance and the competence of the employees made by different people. This evolution appears in the language: the term evaluation was progressively replaced by the term appraisal.

On the other hand, these changes materialize also in the methods: the employee is not appreciated only by his supervisor but also by his peers, his internal customers, his subordinates and he gives his own auto-appreciation (360° feed back method).

Appreciation stand on a combination of indicators: results, competence, behavior and potential of learning. This appreciation is built with three types of references: "objectives", "competence", and “behavior”. The use of references illustrates how culture and company’s values impact the appraisal process. Thus the competence measure seems totally contextualized.
It is necessary to note that the appreciation of results can involve individual objectives or contributory objectives to the group’s performance. Appreciation of competence and learning potential asks sometimes the question of the subjectivity. In this domain, the method of critical events allows to limit subjectivity. The method of critical events consists in identifying over the last 12 months the events that impacted for the performance according to the evaluated employee, the customers and the supervisor. The analysis of these events permits to isolate the competence that brought problems solutions [28].

Evaluation can lead to a unique indicator, a score. A unique score is necessary when evaluation is used for salary’s increase. Very often, evaluation is established in a multi criteria approach that builds a individual competence cartography. The question is then how to translate competence into evaluation criteria. For design process, competencies’ cartography may be established on the following graph from which we can also calculate a global score. This score will then let us integrate competence as a variable of the design process

![Graph showing design competency into evaluation criteria.](image)

Figure 1: Translation of design competency into evaluation criteria.

We can also measure the distance between required competence and available competence. This distance may explain dysfunctions in design process and permit simulation of future dysfunctions in design process.

3. Case study

Created in 1980, the studied company works mainly with the following technologies: mechanics, hydraulics, pneumatics, electronics, optics and computer, to conceive and to produce products in the following domains: metrology, industrial data processing and microprocessors, test and control systems.
This company counts 100 employees with a very strong technical culture of innovation and quality.

The company is facing an environment with two constraints:
- On one hand, as in most sectors, it encounters strong economic pressures for cost and delay reduction
- And on the other hand, the design projects treat with rapidly changing technologies and present an insignificant recurring part.

As a consequence, the only way to maintain a competitiveness combining costs reduction and innovation, tends to optimize the design process.

To optimize the design process, competence has been introduced for several years into the reflection of the decision makers with the view to optimize two levels of decision: decisions concerning actors’ choice and decisions concerning technological choices.

This integration of competence in the process optimization stands on two fundamental elements: capitalization by memorization of the past process and evaluation of competence.

Capitalization on past design processes concerns as well errors and dysfunctions as individual and collective decision-making.

This capitalization brings at the same moment a better understanding of decision-making in design process and a better visibility of competence. Indeed, the capitalization brings a cartography of competence developed in the company.

Actually the principal point of capitalization arises from the knowledge of knowledge that is a genealogy of the designers’ experiences and knowledge. This genealogy of competence grows rich of the evaluation of the designers, which on an annual basis, are appreciated on their results, their professional practice, their behaviors and their contribution to the global performance. This appreciation gives place to a multi-criterion score.

The characterization and the measure of the competence are introduced systematically into the search for optimization of the design process. This consideration remains for the moment not modeled.

Then we decide to answer the question of the introduction the competence’s score in a function of optimization. This is the objective of the following section.

4. Proposition of a framework

Consider a given Design Department dealing with \( n \) projects \( P_i, i = 1, \ldots, n \) each of these projects \( P_i \) is characterized by a starting and due date denoted respectively by \( s_i \) and \( e_i \).

Each project needs a certain amount of competencies denoted by \( C_i, i = 1, \ldots, 8 \) and refer to the competencies defined in figure (1). The projects are also characterized by the nature of the required competencies. In other words, this set of competencies may be divided into two subsets: A subset of the competencies that considers the “innovation” aspect of the project, and the second
subset that point to the “process mastering” aspect of the project. Consequently, one can understand that we are dealing with two kinds of projects: innovative and routine.

We then can write:

\[ P_i \rightarrow \{ N_i^1, \ldots N_i^j \; i = 1, \ldots; j \in [1,5] \} \]

Where \( N_j^i \) denotes then the level of competency \( j \) needed for the project \( P_i \).

Any organization possesses a set of competencies distributed among the whole actors. Let’s denote by \( V_{i,j}^k \) a person \( i \) with the level \( N_j^k \) for the competency \( C_k \). The whole set of a company competencies is defined by:

\[ V = \{ V_{i,j}^k ; i = 1, \ldots q; j \in [0,5]; k \in [1,8] \} \]

Since the projects do not start at the same date, one have to consider that each actor is involved within some or all of the actual projects. Let un define this working charge by: \( H \), and define the limit that we cannot exceed in term of actor charge by \( \tilde{H} \).

Let \( P_r \) be the project to be studied. We have to answer to the following questions: Is it possible to treat it? Do we have enough resources to manage it within the time constraints?

Trying to answer these questions, leads to the formulation of this problem as an optimization problem.

i.e: minimize the difference between what is required in an ideal world and what is available. For \( P_r \):

\[ P_r \rightarrow \{ N_r^1, \ldots N_r^r \} \]

and consequently, the objective function may be written as:

\[ \Phi_1 = \text{Min} \sum_{i=1}^{8} |N_i^r - N_i^a| \]

where \( a \) denotes the index of the available competency.

However, this mean square difference has a bias effect. Indeed, this optimization problem should give mean results without considering the project nature. Thus, one has to consider functions that express this need.

i.e:

\[ \Phi_2 = \begin{cases} 
\text{Min} \sum_{i=1}^{8} \left[ N_i^r - N_i^a \right]^2 \\
\text{Max} \sum_{i=1}^{4} \left[ N_i^r - N_i^a \right]^2 - \sum_{i=5}^{8} \left[ N_i^r - N_i^a \right]^2 
\end{cases} \]

While studying this case, we have observed that there is another bias due to the fact that the squared difference consider the gap between two competencies as equal for either a required competency is greater or less that the available one. We have so to express this constraint by a penalty function and obtain the following optimization problem:
Finally, while we want to answer to the question: “If I cannot manage it now, when can I do it?”, we have to introduce in the optimization problem the date associated with a competency. To do it simply, we make the choice to consider only the starting dates and the finishing dates of the projects as possible time steps.

This is done by introducing the repartition of the actor charge during the project processes. Consequently, we obtain our final formulation of this cost function $\Phi_2$:

$$\Phi_2 = \begin{cases} 
\text{Min} \sum_{i=1}^{8} \left[ N_i^r - N_i^a \right]^2 + \beta \sum_{i=1}^{8} \left[ N_i^r - N_i^a \right]^2, \\
\alpha \left( \text{Max} \sum_{i=1}^{4} \left[ N_i^r - N_i^a \right]^2 - \sum_{i=5}^{8} \left[ N_i^r - N_i^a \right]^2 \right) 
\end{cases}$$

Finally, where: $\alpha, \beta >> 1$ and $\gamma < \alpha, \beta$.

This cost function is non convex, one can use appropriate algorithm such as simulated annealing to reach optimal minimum. If $X^{(k)}$ denotes the solution at the iteration $k$ of the algorithm, then $X^{(k+1)}$ is a function of $N_i^a$, that is: $X^{(k+1)} = X^{(k)} + f(t_i^r, t_i^a, V_{i,j}, H_j, \tilde{H})$. Where $f(\cdot)$ is any arbitrary displacement function.

5. Discussion

Optimization relies on a mathematical formulation of the objective function. This objective function should be elaborated with caution. In fact the computation of the mean error hides the real needs of the decision maker. We have to go further and interact with non-expressed rules that guide decision-making. This conducted us to add a specific penalization function.

This framework constitutes a decision support for different level of decisions.

It allows the analysis of the acceptability of a design project in terms of company’s competencies. The models build comparisons between required and available competences. For each design process the design department can measure the risk inherent to a lack of competencies. This evaluation gives support for the decision to launch or postpone the project.

The framework is a support for the optimization of competencies allocation for a given design process. For each design process or project the human resource is optimally allocated.
It guides upgrading of competencies by training. By analyzing the optimization results the design manager or project manager may decide to ask for special training in order to improve a given competency for a given actor.

The framework may also supply elements for outsourcing decision. The analysis of optimization results may also conduct to the decision of subcontracting the parts of the design process for which competencies are not available in the firm. The design team will find required competencies within partners or subcontractors.

6. Conclusion

This study emerges from industrial practices. We tried to model intuitive practices usually developed in management fields. This work stands on the thinking that our design community could benefit from viewpoints coming from management sciences. In fact, optimization of design process and resource allocation has to handle new parameters such as behavior and potential of the human resource. In this paper we consider individual competencies. We take into account two sets of competencies: those required for innovative design process and those necessary for routine design process. In fact we consider that design project distinguish different levels of innovativeness and various levels of process mastering. We treated this question as an optimization problem. However, usually optimization considers the final numerical result as the solution of the decision problem. We suggest in this study to analyze intermediate and final results.

Integrating a collective approach of competencies should continue this work. In fact collective competence is not the sum of individual competence.

Concrete results are being studied in companies at this moment.
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